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employees. In order to promote a
harmonious working environment,
we arrange team outings and other
social events that are sponsored by
the company, in which the contract
employees are also invited to
participate. Does this enhance the
risk of contract employees staking
a claim for direct employment
with us?

Actions and circumstances that
may lead to a successful claim of
direct employment are viewed
holistically and not in isolation. The
occasional participation of contract
employees in team events alongside
regular employees in order to build
team harmony and improve team
morale will in itself not lead to a
successful claim for regularisation.
However, when viewed with various
other factors of control/supervision
as described above, such inclusion
could give credence to a claim of
regularisation. It is advisable to keep
such team events involving contract
labour to a minimum, so that they
do not perceive themselves as direct
employees, and also arrange such
events with the contractor being
present.

It has come to our notice that one
of the employees on contract
recently deployed by our Company
through a Contractor X was
previously deployed by the Company
for a short duration through
Contractor Y. Given that the
Company has deployed the same
person through two different
contractors, is there a risk of a
successful bogus claim?

urs is an IT Company with
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Separately, do note that certain High
Courts have held that in case a
contractor is a large organization,
with control over its employees and
has obtained a separate registration
under the EPF Act, then such a
contractor shall be treated as an
independent employer and in such a
case liability arising from any default
by the contractor cannot be fastened
on the principal employer. That said,
in order to mitigate against any
issues arising in this regard, it would
always been recommended to engage
reputed and large contractors who
have the necessary registrations and
licenses in place, and routinely
confirm that the contractors are
continuing to be compliant.

It is true that one of the key factors
considered by the courts in bogus
claims is whether the same contract
employee has been engaged through
different contractors. However, given
that employees inevitably change
jobs and move from one contractor
to another, it would not be unusual
for employers to end up hiring the
same individual through different
contractors, in the natural course. In
the instant case, if the Company can
establish that it does not systemically
engage the same contract employee
through different contractors and
did not specifically request for this
particular employee and he/she was
allotted/assigned to the Company by
Contractor X , at his discretion, in
the usual course of business, the
risk of a successful bogus claim is
very low.

If the contractor through whom our
company has engaged contract
labour defaults on provident fund
contributions for the contract
labour, will we be required to bear
this cost?
As mentioned above, the EPF Act
imposes an obligation on the principal
employer to make contributions to
the provident fund thereunder on
behalf of contract labour. Therefore,
even if this liability is contractually
moved to the contractor, the
regulatory authorities are not
prevented from proceeding against
the principal employer in case of
default by the contractor. However,
the EPF Act allows the principal
employer to recover this money
from the contractor either by
deduction from any amount payable
to the contractor under any contract,
or as debt payable by the contractor.
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Risks & Best Practices
While Engaging Contract Labour

ngagement of contract labour
has become a vital part of the
workforce strategy amongE

organisations across sectors. In an
increasingly competitive business
environment, employers are
deploying contract labour to meet
contingencies, surges in workload,
and requirement of niche skill-set
for projects. Certain key attributes of
such arrangements, such as
flexibility, reduced operational costs,
and scalability make it an attractive
option for employers. This is also
preferred from an HR perspective,
since the payroll obligations of
contract labour are managed by the
contractor. While there are
numerous benefits, engagement of
contract labour comes with its own
risks.

The primary legislation governing
the engagement of contract labour
in India is the Contract Labour
(Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970
("CLRA"), which is applicable to
principal employers and contractors
engaging contract labour beyond a
prescribed threshold. The CLRA
regulates the working conditions of
contract labour and aims to
gradually abolish contract labour
under certain circumstances.

Key Risks
Lack of parity in terms of
compensation and benefits between
contract labour and regular
employees of the same
establishments and the resulting
discontent often leads to the
contract labour claiming
regularisation and/or an increase in
wages and other benefits on par
with regular employees. Based on an

difference in pay between employees
and contract labour for the same
type of work. Courts have also held
that the issuance of a prohibition
notification will in such processes
not give the contract labour engaged
the right to automatic absorption,
but the contract labour should be
given preference if the principal
employer employs regular
employees for the processes covered
under the prohibition notification.

Contract labour generally raise
the sham claim on the ground that
they are under the direct
supervision and control of the
principal employer. The involvement
of the principal employer with the
contract labour in the following
matters are held as indicators of
direct control and supervision over
contract labour by the principal
employer:

(a) Hiring/firing

(b) Conducting appraisals and
determining bonus/incentives

(c) Taking disciplinary action

analysis of judicial precedents there
are three primary grounds on which
such claims are raised:

(i) Contract labour undertake the
same work as (some) regular
employees of the principal employer,
but their wages are not on par
("same work claim").

(ii) The contract entered into
between the principal employer and
the contractor is not genuine but a
camouflage to evade laws and
deprive contract labour of benefits
("sham claim").

(iii) A notification is issued under
the CLRA, abolishing the
engagement of contract labour in
the notified establishment for certain
processes ("prohibition notification").

On the same work claim, courts
have held that the responsibility to
pay the same wages to contract
labour for the same type of work
lies with the contractor, and the
CLRA does not obligate the principal
employer to make any additional
payments to make good any
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(d) Sanctioning leave

(e) Redressing grievances

(f) Engaging the same contract
labour for an extended duration

(g) Engaging the same contract
labour though different
contractors

(h) Extending employee benefits and
trainings.

Typically, courts examine a
combination of the above factors to
determine whether the contract
labour engaged are deemed to be
the employees of the principal
employer, and existence of a single
factor is unlikely to lead to a
successful sham claim. In this
regard, the Supreme Court has held
that some control is bound to be
exercised over contract labour, and
this in itself does not create a
relationship of master and servant,
but if the contract is found to be a
ruse to evade compliance with the
law, the principal employer will be
obliged to treat contract labour as
employees.

Most recently, the Supreme
Court ("SC") in Bharat Heavy
Electricals Limited v. Mahendra
Prasad Jakhmola and Others, 2019
(4) SCALE 738, decided on 20th
February, 2019, has restated the
principles to determine whether a
contract labour is a direct employee.
The issue before the SC was
whether the 64 contract labour
engaged through a contractor, and
whose engagement was subsequently
discontinued by the appellant
employer, were in an employer-
employee relationship with the
appellant employer. The SC, relying
on the past precedents set by it,
drew a distinction between 'primary
control' and 'secondary control'. It
held that payment of wages by the
contractor shows that the primary
control over the contract labour
vests with the contractor and that
the principal employer who only
exercises a 'secondary control' by
directing the contract labour on
'what to do' after the contractor
assigns/allots the employee to the
principal employer cannot be said to
control and supervise the work of
the contract labour. The SC also
took note of the fact that the

principal employer had not issued
any appointment letter, provident
fund number, or wage slips to the
contract labour to rule in favour of
the appellant i.e. the principal
employer.

In addition to the above, there is
also a risk that the government
authorities may proceed against the
principal employer for certain
defaults committed by the
contractor. Principal employers are
responsible to pay wages and
provide certain facilities to the
contract labour should the
contractor default in doing so. Social
security legislation such as the
Employees' Provident Funds and
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952
and the Employees' State Insurance
Act, 1948 impose an obligation on
the principal employer to make
contributions thereunder on behalf
of the contract labour. While the
market practice is to contractually
transfer the primary liability to make
contributions to the contractor,
government authorities may proceed
against the principal employer in
case of default.

Best practices
The risks associated with the
engagement of contract labour, as
highlighted above, can be mitigated
to a considerable extent if the
employers implement the following
best practices:

1. Treat regular employees and
contract labour as separate,
including by prescribing different
uniforms, identification tags,
policies, etc.

2. Make certain that the contract
labour do not report directly to
the principal employer unless

absolutely necessary, and routinely
report to the contractor or a
contractor's representative
deputed to the premises of the
principal employer.

3. Ensure that actions which are
ordinarily exercised by an
employer, such as sanctioning
leave, performance evaluations
or initiating disciplinary action
are taken by the contractor, i.e.
the direct employer of the
contract labour.

4. Confirm, prior to engagement,
that the contractor has obtained
necessary registrations under
various social security laws.

5. In the agreement with the
contractor, include such
contractual provisions that:

(a) No employer-employee
relationship is created between
the principal employer and the
contractor/contract labour

(b) The contractor is required to
replace contract labour

(c) Supervision and control of the
contract labour will always be with
the contractor

(d) The contractor undertakes to
comply with applicable labour
legislations.
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